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THE PROJECT

THE SPACES

Cardiff Containers is the latest project from
Meanwhile Creative, providing more much-needed,
affordable studio space in the heart of Cardiff.

Within a suite of shipping containers, Cardiff
Containers offer light industrial workspace
perfect for makers and hands-on practitioners.

Popping up on a section of car park right next door to the
hugely popular Meanwhile House Cardiff, our first
Containers launch in May 2018, as we continue in our
quest to transform our corner of a Cardiff industrial estate
into something extraordinary.

Each comes with:
- All bills (bar internet) included
- A flexible monthly rolling contract
- 24/7 access
- Easy vehicle loading access
- Lined interior
- Plenty of power sockets and lights
- Access to the main ‘House’ facilities,
facilitie including the
toilets, communal kitchens, social areas and meeting
room.

Our House is best suited to small businesses and
desk-based creatives; our Containers are where you have
the freedom to be hands-on and make a bit more mess.
Together they house a bustling community of over 80
different small business and creatives, from artists,
designers and makers, to baristas, chocolatiers and digital
agencies.
We’ve got big plans to build up and add more Containers
later in the year, including an event space and café. Our
long-term goal is to build a thriving creative quarter in
central Cardiff and give more local start-ups and creatives
the space they need to grow.
Location
Curran Embankment, Cardiff, CF10 5DY.
6 minutes’ walk from Cardiff Central train station.
From Penarth Road take the turning between Big Yellow
Storage and Kwik Fit. Meanwhile House Cardiff
Containers are around 100m down on the left-hand side.

For an additional cost, we can also install high-speed
internet. At present Containers won’t have windows.
Prices
Available in May 2018 are:
- 14 small 20x8 ft (160 square feet) units
£250 a month
- 3 medium 40x8 ft (320 square feet) units
£350 a month
Launch Discount:
To celebrate the launch, the first 5 people that sign up
for a small container will enjoy their first 3 month’s rent
for just £200 a month.
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COMMUNITY
Our onsite curator,
cu
Jack, strives to make
Meanwhile House Cardiff and Cardiff
Containers a fun and social place to work.
Expect regular events as well as fun things to
see and do around the building such as
exhibitions, board games and table tennis.

Business Rates
Tenants are responsible for paying their own business
rates, though the vast majority of our tenants do not
need to pay due to Small Business Rate Relief. It is
essential that you proactively register with the council
when moving into a new space to avoid being billed.
Jack will be happy to help if you need more
information.

Tenants
Whilst our spaces tend to attract creative small
businesses and freelancers, we have no set criteria for
tenants. As long as you’re happy to meet new people
and work in a busy, creative hub, you’ll do just fine.

FACILITIES

We are generally relaxed about the types of work
people do in their spaces (as long as its legit!) but we
do need to discuss any activities that could impact on
either the space or other tenants. If your work creates
heat, smells, excessive noise or such like, have a chat
with one of the team about it.

Utilities
Electricity is included in the rental fee,
fe though
Meanwhile Creative reserve the right to seek
compensation if the usage is deemed untypical.
Water is also included, though the containers will not
be plumbed.

FEES

Kitchens
A communal
kitchen can be found on the ground floor
com
of the main building, with a kitchenette on the first
floor. Tenants are expected to be responsible, clean up
after themselves and supply their own crockery, cutlery
etc.

We like to keep things simple. Our standard
licence agreement is monthly rolling with a 1
month notice period required to terminate, on
or before the 1st of the month. However, we
can offer terms up to three years.
Licence Fee and Upfront Costs
Upfront we require a deposit equivalent to one
Upf
month’s rent plus a pro-rata rent payment for the
remaining days of the current month. If the tenancy
commences after the 20th of the month, we also
invoice for the following month.
Payment
We prefer payment by BACs transfer, ongoing we
strongly advise setting up a standing order.

Cardiff Containers give you 24-hour access,
seven days a week. Vehicles can pull up directly
outside the containers for 30 mins to load.

Meeting Room
This is provided
p
free of charge in the main building,
tenants simply sign-up by using the form on the door.
There is a fair usage policy, if any one tenant is using
the space excessively we may need to reassess the
booking system.
Waste & Cleaning
We dispose of one bag of general waste and one bag
of recycling per space per week. Additional allowance
may be available upon request.
We clean communal areas but not private spaces.
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THE DETAIL

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

All our spaces are taken on an 'as seen' basis, so
assume your Container will be provided to you in
the same condition as when you viewed.

Internet
Internet can be installed at an additional cost, ranging
from £10-40 a month.

The spaces and buildings in our projects
p
are often
basic, but they work. So please do not expect the
world from them if we are to keep rent low.

Parking
Subject to availability, car parking is available at £50 a
month for tenants.

Alterations
We love it when tenants make a space their own, but we
ask that you complete a simple online form beforehand.
Typical changes include painting walls, putting up shelves
or replacing flooring. Sometimes there are conditions on
an alteration such as ‘making good’ at the end of tenancy.

Secure Post
Can be provided in the main building for a small
one-off charge of £50.

Temperature
Within the shipping containers, you can use your own
electric heaters and fans.
Security
Each Container will be fitted with a padlock and the site is
monitored by CCTV. Container tenants will also be given
an access fob for the main building.
Insurance
Meanwhile Creative have public liability insurance, but this
Mean
covers tenants and the communal areas only. We strongly
recommend that you get your own contents insurance to
cover your workspace and materials.
Pets
Extremely well behaved mammals are allowed.
Nuisances
We operate a fairness policy whereby the prospective
tenant is required to judge whether or not their activities
are likely to cause a nuisance to other users. This may
include noise, smells, mess etc. If problems can’t be solved
it can result in an end of tenancy.

GET IN TOUCH NOW
To enquire about availability and arrange a viewing
contact our team now:
t: 0117 244 3585
e: enquiries@meanwhilecreative.co.uk

OUR MISSION
Meanwhile Creative was established with two goals
in mind: to unlock dormant commercial space for
positive use and to curate flexible workspace for
creatives, start-ups and small businesses.
We support creatives and entrepreneurs by providing
affordable and lively places to work in Bristol and Cardiff.
Through cultivating thriving communities of innovative,
like-minded people, we also aim to create an arena for
networking and collaboration.
Whether it's a months' lease to complete a project, or a
longer term home for a company to grow and develop, we
provide a fresh approach to commercial property.
Our other projects currently include Pithay Studios, Deben
House, Kingsland and Freestone Studios, Lincoln Street
Warehouse and 36 King Street, all situated in Bristol.
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